
WINK® WALLCOVERINGS 
PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

Please refer to the Installation and Maintenance Guidelines for each product for more details.

Standard Roll 26.6 ft long x 4 ft wide (Scribe/Projection: 12.6 lbs; Magnetic/Complete: 26.46 lbs)

Coverage Approximately 107 square feet

Characteristics —Superior writing and dry-erase performance, made for long term use 
 —Smooth, white surface (Scribe/Magnetic: high gloss; Projection/Complete: low sheen) 
 —Low Volatile Organic Compound (VOC) content, compliant with Cal 01350 
 —Non-ghosting and non-staining PET (polyethylene terephthalate) film surface 
  —Scribe/Projection: Class A fire rating as per ASTM E84; Magnetic/Complete: Class B

Applications  Apply to smooth surfaces including painted drywall, chalkboard, plaster, wood, and metal. 
Scribe/Projection: Heavy duty clay or clear adhesives should be used; Magnetic/Complete: 
Extreme tack, vinyl over vinyl adhesives should be used. Refer to Installation and Maintenance 
Guidelines for more details.

Preparation  Surface should be dry, prepared to Level 4 or 5 smoothness, and free of grease, mildew, dust, 
foreign contaminates, and any imperfections. Absorbent surfaces should be treated with a 
high quality, white, stain-blocking primer. Please refer to the Installation and Maintenance 
Guidelines for more details. Scuff sanding is recommended for high-gloss surfaces.  

Cure Time Scribe/Projection: allow 24 hours for adhesive to fully dry; Magnetic/Complete: allow 48 hours

Environmental —All wallcoverings are free of heavy metals, isocyanates, perfluorinated compounds, and
Attributes  toxic phthalates; Scribe/Projection: also PVC free; Magnetic/Complete: contain some PVC in 
 magnetic material underneath the exposed layers
 —Low VOC content, consistent with Greenguard standards
 —PET film surface is formulated with up to 25% recycled content and PVC free 
 —Qualifies for contribution to LEED v4 for Low Emitting Materials

Writing/Drawing  Most new standard dry erase markers can be used on the Wink wallcovering surface

Cleaning  For daily erasing and cleaning, use a clean microfiber cloth. On a weekly basis, use a mild 
dry-erase cleaner or a mixture of gentle dish soap and water with a microfiber cleaning cloth. 
Cleaning products containing harsh solvents or alcohol should not be used. See Care and 
Maintenance guidelines.

Warranty 5-year limited warranty from date of shipment

Manufacturer Innovative Chemical Products

For assistance, call 800 347 0550 or visit wolfgordon.com/wink. 
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